Document Processing Systems

**Mailstream Mail Finishing System; Insignia Die Cutter**

**APPLICATIONS:** Mailstream is ideal for any lettershop, mail center, or office environment, including that of banks, colleges and universities, government offices, insurance companies, and telecoms.

**INSIGNIA DIE CUTTERS:** The Insignia Series of die cutter is a new class of sheet-fed rotary die cutter, ideal for producing labels, packaging, and unique mail applications. The machine is capable of die-cutting, kiss-cutting, perforating, scoring, and cut-scoring on a range of papers, plastics, magnetic material, PVC, styrene and polypropylenes up to 24 pt. in thickness. Key features include run speeds up to 5,000 sph, ease of operation and quick changeover. Insignia is available in two sizes, Insignia5 handles digital sheet sizes 20x15", and Insignia7 handles B2 size 24x30" sheets. Insignia is ideal for promotional products, garment and industrial tags and labels, shaped direct mail, photo products, pocket folders, folded cartons, stickers, and the list goes on. The flexo-magnetic dies are a simple change over from job to job and the machine is easy to operate. To meet varying application requirements, Insignia is available in either single or dual magnetic cylinder configurations. 

**CONTACT:** For more information, call 800-272-4381 or click www.rollemusa.com/mail.
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**OPEX Falcon V**

**FALCON V:** Falcon V uses OPEX’s one-touch scanning process to take on the most difficult workflow challenges, significantly reducing labor costs and improving productivity. From business cards to newspapers, the FalconV can scan in full color and feed at speeds of up to 115 pages per minute. FalconV features five programmable bins for accurate document sortation.

**FALCON RED:** Falcon RED combines OPEX’s innovative one-touch document scanner with the most efficient mail opening and extraction unit on the market. The Falcon RED can scan documents straight from the envelope in one touch using just one operator. This Universal Document Scanning Workstation™ can be equipped with a MICR reader to process payments and document together, perfect for retail and wholesale lockbox operations.

*See OPEX’s listings in the Digital Mail Systems, Incoming Mail Sorters, and Mail Openers/Extractors sections.*

**OPEX Falcon RED**

**CONTACT:** To learn more call (856) 727-1100 or visit OPEX.com.
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**Rollem Mini-Mailstream**

**ROLLEM**

**FALCON V:** FalconV uses OPEX’s one-touch scanning process to take on the most difficult workflow challenges, significantly reducing labor costs and improving productivity. From business cards to newspapers, the FalconV can scan in full color and feed at speeds of up to 115 pages per minute. FalconV features five programmable bins for accurate document sortation.

**FALCON RED:** Falcon RED combines OPEX’s innovative one-touch document scanner with the most efficient mail opening and extraction unit on the market. The Falcon RED can scan documents straight from the envelope in one touch using just one operator. This Universal Document Scanning Workstation™ can be equipped with a MICR reader to process payments and document together, perfect for retail and wholesale lockbox operations.

*See OPEX’s listings in the Digital Mail Systems, Incoming Mail Sorters, and Mail Openers/Extractors sections.*

**CONTACT:** To learn more call (856) 727-1100 or visit OPEX.com.
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**Rollem’s Mailstream Direct Mail Finishing System**

**ROLLEM**

**FALCON V:** FalconV uses OPEX’s one-touch scanning process to take on the most difficult workflow challenges, significantly reducing labor costs and improving productivity. From business cards to newspapers, the FalconV can scan in full color and feed at speeds of up to 115 pages per minute. FalconV features five programmable bins for accurate document sortation.

**FALCON RED:** Falcon RED combines OPEX’s innovative one-touch document scanner with the most efficient mail opening and extraction unit on the market. The Falcon RED can scan documents straight from the envelope in one touch using just one operator. This Universal Document Scanning Workstation™ can be equipped with a MICR reader to process payments and document together, perfect for retail and wholesale lockbox operations.

*See OPEX’s listings in the Digital Mail Systems, Incoming Mail Sorters, and Mail Openers/Extractors sections.*

**CONTACT:** To learn more call (856) 727-1100 or visit OPEX.com.
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**Rollem Mini-Mailstream**

**ROLLEM**

**FALCON V:** FalconV uses OPEX’s one-touch scanning process to take on the most difficult workflow challenges, significantly reducing labor costs and improving productivity. From business cards to newspapers, the FalconV can scan in full color and feed at speeds of up to 115 pages per minute. FalconV features five programmable bins for accurate document sortation.

**FALCON RED:** Falcon RED combines OPEX’s innovative one-touch document scanner with the most efficient mail opening and extraction unit on the market. The Falcon RED can scan documents straight from the envelope in one touch using just one operator. This Universal Document Scanning Workstation™ can be equipped with a MICR reader to process payments and document together, perfect for retail and wholesale lockbox operations.

*See OPEX’s listings in the Digital Mail Systems, Incoming Mail Sorters, and Mail Openers/Extractors sections.*

**CONTACT:** To learn more call (856) 727-1100 or visit OPEX.com.
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**Rollem’s Mailstream Direct Mail Finishing System**

**ROLLEM**

**FALCON V:** FalconV uses OPEX’s one-touch scanning process to take on the most difficult workflow challenges, significantly reducing labor costs and improving productivity. From business cards to newspapers, the FalconV can scan in full color and feed at speeds of up to 115 pages per minute. FalconV features five programmable bins for accurate document sortation.

**FALCON RED:** Falcon RED combines OPEX’s innovative one-touch document scanner with the most efficient mail opening and extraction unit on the market. The Falcon RED can scan documents straight from the envelope in one touch using just one operator. This Universal Document Scanning Workstation™ can be equipped with a MICR reader to process payments and document together, perfect for retail and wholesale lockbox operations.

*See OPEX’s listings in the Digital Mail Systems, Incoming Mail Sorters, and Mail Openers/Extractors sections.*

**CONTACT:** To learn more call (856) 727-1100 or visit OPEX.com.